Information Security Expertise
Built on Customer Trust.

PROVIDING CUSTOM, COST EFFECTIVE
MANAGED SECURITY SOLUTIONS
FOR 20 YEARS

140K Hours
of Monitoring

Security Operations
Monitoring in 50
Countries and 6
Continents

100K Endpoints
Secure

A Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP) provides resources and support to your people,
processes and technology 24x7x365 to protect your customers, employees, and assets from
security threats.
SecureOps delivers our customers value by creating close relationships, assessing needs, and
providing tailored, cost effective solutions. While many MSSP’s attempt to package services
and solutions to cut costs, SecureOps certified experts understand that the constant changes
in technology, threats, and risks to a business demand a partner who understands the
customer’s business and environment to provide the most effective protection.
Founded in 1999, SecureOps is the Managed Security Service Provider that has evolved our
services and grown our expertise to better protect our customers and their data. The benefit
to our customers is that they have a partner that understands their environment, business
risks, and threats. The real value is the ongoing support that ensures protection for their
customers, employees and data.
Our mission has always been to achieve a center of excellence in information security,
employing best of breed technologies paired with our full complement of services on a 24x7
global basis.
SecureOps delivers not only 24x7 monitoring, device management, and threat management
but a broad spectrum of managed security services. Our overarching goal is to prepare and
protect our clients against evolving threats by investing our certified experts in the business to
provide the precise solution.
We take a multi-pronged approach to your businesses’ security needs, focusing end-to-end
on every aspect of your infrastructure, from servers to individual end users. Our methodology
allows for a turnkey system, making sure that your protected information is always directly in
your control.
We take every precaution to verify and protect the information that matters most to your
business. We seamlessly integrate with your company’s staff and practices, allowing for a
simple and elegant solution without the potentially costly and time-consuming overhead
from an in-house alternative.
We are SecureOps, and your data has never been safer.

Certified Experts to Customize
Advanced Solutions

Managed Firewall, SIEM, and IPS/IDS
3rd party management of leading
threat management devices

Monitoring Services 24x7x365
log monitoring and
management services.

Threat & Vulnerability Management
Scanning, assessment and management
to eliminate threats

Professional Services Customized
services to improve security posture and
augment in-house resources

Endpoint Security
Securing endpoint devices using both
of software and hardware solutions

MPLS Replacement
Transition to SD-WAN for faster
internet speeds at a lower cost

Organizations are
faced with:

Cloud Migration
Secure, seamless transition from
on-premise assets to the cloud

Security Orchestration
Connecting and integrating security
tools and technologies

SecureOps Solutions
Deliver:

Expensive upfront costs for security technology

Low startup costs for technology and experts

Shortage of skilled security personnel

Deep technology skills across multiple

Disparate, older or unmanaged security devices

security vendors

(Firewalls, Routers, IDS/IPS, SIEMs)

24x7 availability

Massive increase in threats and need for

Scalable, diverse technology and human

effective ulnerability management

resources available OnDemand

Lack of preparation and response plans for

Expertise to rapidly improve the maturity of

advanced attacks

your IT security program

Need for security posture and asset value

Proven tools and methodologies with

assessment to evaluate overall risk

industry-leading SLA’s

Increased regulatory requirements and penalties

Regulatory and compliance expertise and gap

Cloud migration security risk

analysis solutions
Cloud migration planning and solutions

